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NEIGHBORiNG STOCI IASTIC CONTROL
OF AN ECONOMETRICMODEL*
RY PETER WALSH AND J. B. CRUZ, JR.
In this paper, an econometric model with parameter uncertaintyconsidered by Kendrick an,I Majors,
which extends the deterministic linear econometric model used byPindyck. is modified further to account
for additive errors in the strucuiral equations and additive observa lion errorsin variables. The use of a
linearized neighboring optimal stochastic control with a Kalmnan filter isinvestigated. Simulation results
indicate that when a Kalman filter is used to improve the estimatesof the state variables and parameters.
deviations from the desired paths tend to be attenuated.
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there have been manyapplications of modern control theory to
economic stabilization and planning,such as the work done by Chow [4, 5],
Friedman [6], Livesey [10], Pindyck [15, 16],and Sengupta [18]. Pindyck [15]
used a 28 state variable linearized model,assumed to be deterministic, and a
quadratic tracking approximation for thecriterion function. The validity of a
linearized model has been discussed byPindyck [15, 16] and the economic
justification of the quadratic criterionapproximation has been discussed by Theil
[19]. An approach to the problemwhich takes parameter variations into account
has been done by Hendrick and Majors[8] utilizing Pindyck's model for the case
of stochastic state variable coefficients.
In this paper, we allow for furtheruncertainties in the form of additive noise
in the system equations. This is a commonmethod of representing uncertainties in
economic estimation [3]. Furthermore, wewill allow for error in the measurement
of the state and parameter values and foruncertainty in the initial conditions.
We will utilize a Kalman filter to improvethe estimates of the state and
parameter values. Kalman filtertechniques have had a wide variety of successful
applications in aerospace systems [7, 9], yetrelatively few in economics [1, 14].
We will show that by replacingthe actual measurements by theimproved
estimates in Kendrick's control rulethat the resultant state and controlpaths will
deviate less from the desired paths,thereby reducing the criterion function.We
will also discuss a reformulation ofKendrick's quadratic penalty in the criterion
function which will better reflect howclosely the resultant solution comes to
Pindyck's original policy formulation.
2. THE AUGMENTED SYSTEM AND THETI-iF FORMULATION
OF THE CRITERIONFUNCFION
In this section we will brieflyreview the model used [15], Kendrick'smethod
of dealing with the parametervariations [8] and present our results onthe
formulation of the criterion function.Piridyck's model consists of ten linear
* This work was supported by the National Science Foundation undeiGrant ENG 74-20091.
211structural equations in whichthe variablesappear with multiplelags. TheSystem is rewritten as twenty-eightfirst order equationsin the form
where x is the statevector (28X I), u is thecontrol vector (3x1), andz is the vector of exogenous variables (2X1). Equation (I)can be rewrittenas
Ao)x,iA,x + B1u-F-Cz.
It is desired to put thesystem equations into theform
x,1=Ax1+Bu-F- C'z1.
Define a1 to bea vector of the stochasticparameters. Kendrickconsidered the problem of mappingthe statistics of thoseelements of acontained in theA0 matrix into the A matrixof (3). This was doneby translatingthosecomponents of a from (1) into (3) viaa first order Taylor seriesapproximation 01(2). Defining
f1(X1+1, a,,) =(IA0)x,.







with the derivativesevaluated at (x1,ci), xis the solutionof the certainty equivalence problem,andis the mean valueof a. Kendrick assumedthat a followsa first orderprocess of the form'




Amore general expressionis topremultiply, by p. In our case p equals
the identity matrU.
212Kendrick used a criterion function of the same form as that used by Pindyck[15].
However, he chose to track the solution to the certainty equivalence problem
(x, u) which is found by solving the optimal control problem with the elements
of a, set equal to their mean values. Kendrick's criterion function is
J1 =E{ [(Yey')'O(y, - y')+(u, - u?)'1(u -
where
*[_],o=[--j-].
where 0 and R are those used in Pindyck's criterion function. The pair(x*, 14*)
are the solution of Pindyck's problem which used (, t) as the desired paths.
It is appropriate to linearize about x since in the limit, as the noise goes to
zero, the state and control paths would go to(x*, u*). Moreover, in the presence
of small stochastic disturbances the linearization is valid and we have a neighbor-
ing optimal control. However, it seems more reasonable to try to trackrather
than x since the parameter variations may occur in a manner more favorable to
trackingyielding better results. The advantage of these variations would not be
utilized if one were tracking x. Thus, our formulation of the criterion function is
IT





The two performance indices would generally yield different optimal con-
trols. The control rule used by Kendrick is based on a linearized model. This
approximation results in a suboptimal control. Due to the approximation, the
control rule results in the same solution whether one uses (8) or (9).
The control rule is of the form,2
u1=D,y+h,.
Notice that u, is explicitly a function e the parameter values via the augmented
state vector, Yt.3
When the Riccati equations are solved using the a priori parameter values, a,
the resultant values of the matrix D, and the open loop vector h, will bethe same
whether one tracks (, t) or (x*, u*). The controls will, therefore, be the same.
In order to obtain a more optimal solution, thereby gainingfurther advantage
by tracking (, ii), it would be necessary to reformulate theoptimization problem
at each quarter, resolving the Riccati equationsfrom the terminal time to the
present time, utilizing our most recent parameterestimates.
2For derivation, see Pindyck [15].
See Kendrick [81 for adaptation of the contiol rule to the augmented system.
213Since the added computationiflVolVed isprohibitive,we have simplysolved Riccati equations, andtherefore D and Ii,, withthe apriori parametervalues, It should be recognizedthat although D,and h, are onlydependentOfl, the control, u,, is still explicitlydependent on themost recentparameter estimate,a1, via the augmentedvector y.
If, indeed, the pair(., z) are the desiredtarget paths basedon economic considerations, then using (it2) in the criterionfunction. (9) isa more natural expression of deviationsfrom the originalpolicy objectives.
3. TI-IE ESTIMATIONPROBLEM
In this sectionwe will present the applicationof Kalmanfilteringtechniques to improve state estimationand in turn to improvethe effectivenessof the control law utilizing theestimates.4We will discussthe details ofapplying thefilter toa macroeconomic planningproblem and theresultant improvementin theeffective- ness of the control. Theimprovement can beseen by comparingthe criterion function values and byanalyzing the stateand control pathsof MonteCarlo runs performed with andwithout the filter.The system modelis
y,,=Ay1+Iu1±4,+ë,
which is identicalto (7) except thatgeneral systemnoise,w,.is included
81H{
wherea,is the vectorof parametervariations as before.The vector,w1, has zero mean and covariancematrix, Q,, whichis assumedto be diagonal.So the covariance matrixof the vector[w1Os]' is
[00
For the initialconditions we have
E[y(0)] = 9o,E{(y(0)yo)'(0)90)'] =P,1
where E[ ]denotes expectedvalue. Themeasurement noiseis assumedadditive, withz, the measurement
Zr=Y, + U
where thenoise v, haszero mean anda covariancematrix R,, alsoassumed diagonal (i.e.measurementerrors areuncorrelated witheach other). Forour experiments, thecovariance matricesR1 and 0,are assumedConstant. Themeasurement andsystem errorsare also assumeduncorrelated
E[w,vJ=0Vi,r.
For astandard derivationsee forexample GeIb [71,Meditch [I IJ,orRhodes [1 7]
214in our notation,,(+) is the expected value of y given the measurements
through time t. i.e.( + ) =(tt) = E(y1z7, r = 0, 1.....1}). Similarly, 9(-) =
9(111- I) = E(y,z, r = 0, 1.....1 - 1). The caret() will denote expected value.
The state estimate extrapolation is
The error covariance propagation is
P1(-)= A,_1P1_1(+)A- +H;i(Hiy.
The state and covariance updates are
P1(+)=[I-K]P,(-)
where the Kalman gain is
These equations are for measurements inthe form of (13). More general
equations can be derived for the case when themeasurements are of the form
z = C'y, + v.
The controls, u, are the decisions made during quarter z.The information, z1,
for the same quarter is not yet available.Therefore, when employing the filter, the
state extrapolation (14) must be usedin the control rule
=
If the filter is not used the state mustbe extrapolated from the previous
measurement by
9() = 1+ it-i u_1
This puts complete confidence in the measurements,equivalent in our case to
setting the Kalman gain equal to theidentity matrix.
The filter equations (14-18) are for a linear systemand linear measurements.
The actual system is not in fact linearwhen we allow for parameter variations
since some of the elements of the systemmatrices are state variables of this
augmented system. For this case, the system canbe written in a general non-
linear form
Yt+if(y, ug,
The problem introduced by thenonlinearities is in calculating the expected
value of f(y u, z,) for which exactknowledge of the probability distribution
functions of y, are required. It is thereforedesirable to make a reasonable
approximation such as utilizing some formof an extended Kalmanfilter.5
For a derivation, see Chapter 6 of GeIb [7].
215One applicable form ofan extended Kalman filter is basedon the approxima tion of f(y,, u,, z,) by a linearizationabout 9,. the mostreccilt estimate ofy
f(y,, u,, z,)f(Q,, U,, z1) +(y,-
where 3f/ay is evaluatedat,. The resultant filter equationsare identicalto (14-18) except that A1_1is replaced by 3f/yevaluated at the error covariance propagation equation(15) and the stateestimateextrapolation (14) is determined by the nonlinearsystem model, i.e. thematrices in (14)are evaluated with the most recentestimates of a,. For oursimulations, howeverwe have simply applied the Kalman filter(14-18) to the modelas linearlze(J in(7). The system andmeasurement noise covariancematrices, O and R,,must be chosen by the economistin accordcnce with hisconfidence in theSysteni model and the estimation(measurenle,it) process. Forexample, if the modelis Coflsj. dered to be inaccurate,such as a linearizationneglecting importantnonlinearities and if themeasurement process isssumed to be fairlyaccurate, it would be appropriate to choosea relatively hrge systemcovaijance matrix,01, and a relatively smallmeasurement covaria ice matrix,R,. The large01- i,and therefore P,(-), and the small, cause the (alman gain (18) to belarge. That is,the updating of the state(16) depends heavilyon the information inthe latest measurement. Conversely, if themodel is consideredto be accurateand the measurements are inaccurate, theupdate will tend toignore thecurrent measure- ment and rely on themodel.
The first tenequations are corruptedwith system noise,Corresponding to the errors of the original tenstructural equations. Theaugmenting equationsdescrib- ing theparameter behavior are, ofcourse, also corruptedwith noise. The remaining equations,however, whichpropagate the delayedvaluesofthe endogenous variables,are not corrupted
The initialmeasurement of a state,say at time t, iscorrupted but it is not recorrupted at a future timewhen it appearsas a delayed state. Themeasurements of the parametervalues are alsocorrupted at each timeinterval. By employinga Kalman filter,we have a method ofaccurately quantifying our confidence in bothour model and in thelatestmeasurements Inherent in the filteringprocess is the effect ofweighting differentlythe value of theinformation Contained in themeasurements of thevarious states. Thus,for example, byproper choice of thecovariance matriceswe can be very selective,utilizing themeasure- rnent of one state whileignoring another. In someapplications, Onemight have perfectmeasurementsofthe endogen- ous variables, whereonly theparameter valuesare Uncertain. In thisspecial case, the order of thesystem, which nowonly describes theparameter behavior (6), is reduced to thenumberofparameters being estimatedThe same parameter measuremeit equationcould be used andthe filter algorithmapplied. However, we could takemuch betteradvantage of themeasurementsofthe endogenous variables Since thesystem equationsgive us a relationshipbetween the endogen- ous variables andtheparameters, theseequations can bereformulated as the parameter "measurement"equations, that is, theSystem equationscan be rewrit-
216ten as a measurement equation
xii i = C,cv., + 0,,
where x,1 is the vector of the directly measured endogenous variables, a, is the
vector of parameters, c, is a matrix of present and past endogenous variables, and
0, is the actual system's noise which now takes the role of the measurement error.
Thus, the often interesting case in which only parameter values are uncertain
can be readily treated by a Kalman filter.
4. ESTIMATION OF TUE COVARIANCE MATRICES
It is our intention to demonstrate the possible advantages of applying Kalnian
filtering techniques to the estimation of state and parameter values in a mac-
roeconoinic planning problem. The results, in practice, arc dependent on one's
ability to accurately estimate the values of the covariance matrices which charac-
terize the uncertainties.
A realistic approach to characterization of the system noise is to estimate the
standard deviations of the system noise by the standard errors of the estimation
process. However, for the purpose of our simulations, we chose to set the standard
deviations of the system disturbances equal to a fraction of the corresponding
initial conditions. To choose the scaling factor, we adjusted it until reasonable
state and control paths were obtained. A realistic level was found when the
standard deviations were set at one percent of the initial condition values.
In simulations, our covariance estimate and the standard error would both
yield consistent results in that equivalent improvements in performance would be
achieved. In practice, of course, the standard errors from the estimation process
would be more appropriate estimates of the standard deviations of the system
noise.
The parameter covariance estimates are known from the estimation of the
consumption equation. In our experiment, as in Kendrick's, three parameters in
Pindyck's consumption function are chosen to be stochastic, the coefficient of
current disposable income, the coefficient of current disposable income lagged
one period, and the constant term. The covariance matrix chosen to drive the
parameter noise was proportional to the covariance matrix,for the parameters
from the estimation of the consumption function.
where the mean values of the parameters are 0.4 15, 0.0282, and 5.299. When
the covariance matrix was set at about one or two percent ofrealistic state and
control paths were obtained.
For the purpose of simulations, we have assumed that the standard deviations
of the measurement noise are proportional to the corresponding initial conditions.











6.55000the covariance levels. Again, setting the standard deviationsequal to aboutone percent of the initial conditions gave the most realistic results.
In the economic literature, Vishwakarma [20] hasdetermined estimatesof the measurement error covariance for a model of theNetherland'seCOnomy but has offered no justification nor insights into theprocedute for obtainingthe estimates.
Chow [2) has discussed the applicability of Kalmanfilter algorithnshut, again, has not considered the procedural aspects ofobtaining estimatesof the measurement error covariance matrices.
In practice, the accurate estimation of the statisticsof themeasurement error is a formidable problem. Empirically,one could base the estimates of thestatistics on the historical patterns of reviions in preliminary dataestimates.
To develop a more accurate estimation procedureone might consider the
specific structure of the measurementprocess of each variable and then,in combination with data on past revisions ofpreliminary data estimates,the covariance levels could be estimated.
The problem can be approachedmore readily from within theframework of the Kalman filter. As discussed byMehra [13), one can test theoptimalityof the filter based on the innovationproperty of the filter. That is, from theestimable statistics of the innovationsequence {z1 - 9(-)}, one can testwhether the covariance matrices Q and Rare accurate. If the covariancematrices are not
accurate, then the autocorrejatjon function ofthe innovationprocess can be used to obtain asymptotically unbiased andconsistent estimates of thecovariance matrices Q and R. Further discussionon identification can be found inMehra [12].
A thorough treatment of the problemis beyond the scope of thispaper. We have demonstrated the applicabilityof Kalman filter algorithmsassuming that, in practice, a procedure is utilized formaking sufficientlyaccurate estimates of the measurement error covarjance matrices.
5.StMIJLATIONRESULTS
We performed experimentsfor the period from the firstquarter of 1957 through the first quarter of1962. For all runs theuse of the Kalman filter reduced the value of the criterionfunction, typically by 10to 20 percent. Somerepresenta- tive values are shown below.
Normalized Criterion FunctionValues
Examples of some of thepaths followedare shown in Figures 1 through 4. In all of the runswe notice a generaltendency of the state and controlpaths to be
218
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more oscillatory when the filter is not employed.Without the filter, decisions are
made based solely on the measurements. These decisions will be inaccurateand,
in general, will have a detrimental effect. Corrections must be madeduring the
followingperiod)but again based solely on the measurements, thus the oscilla-
tions. This effect can be seen in Figure 1 which shows the short terminterest rate.
Both the short and long term interest rates were very sensitive to this effect.Using
the filter not only suppresses the variations but also maintainsthe states closer to
the desired levels. The disturbances of this particular runcaused a general
increase in consumption, Figure 2, and in the price level, Figure4, above the
desired values but the employment of the filter mitigated this rise.The distur-
bances were favorable toward the money supply objectives, Figure3, and by using
the filter, better advantage was taken of this shift. A particular control or state may
often deviate more from its desired path when the filter is in use;however, the
overall performance, reflected by the criterion function, is consistentlyimproved.
For all figures, the horizontal axis is time in quarters beginningwith the first quarter of1957.
Line #1. With Kalman filter
Without Kalrnan filter.
Desired path (i).
Pindyck's certainty equivalence solution (x*).
The interest rate is in percent.
The consumption and the change in the money supply in billions ofdollars.
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Our results have shown that when applying Kendrick's technique for dealing
with parameter variations, the penalization about the original desired path leads
to the same neighboring optimal solution as that obtained by penalizing about the
certainty equivalence solution, when the state equations are linearized using thea
priori parameter estimates, .We have argued that conceptually the penalization
about the original desired path will make the criterion function a more meaningful
expression of the deviations from the original policy objectives. In general thetwo
stochastic control problems will yield different optimal solutions.
In order to deal with imperfect measurements of the states andparameters, a
Kalrnan filter can be used to obtain more accurate estimates. The Kalman filter
algorithm does not replace conventional econometric estimation, but ratherit
supplements it, giving improved estimates. Due to its recursive nature, the filter's
dimension does not increase with increased sample size. By using theimproved
estimates in the control rule, we have shown that a significant improvementin the
performance of the system results. This is demonstrated by the state andcontrol
paths tracking the desired paths more closely. This, of course, results ina decrease
of the criterion function value.
Improper choice of covariance matrices and inaccurate modelformulation
can result in a degradation of the performance. If the measurementsare stiffi-
cicntly accurate, modeling errors can be partially compensated for byappropriate
choice of the covariance matrices. An approach to study how wellthe filter can
compensate for the inaccuracies of a linearized model would beto perform
simulations using a nonlinear model to determine thesystem's response to
controls while using a linearized model in the Kalman filter,or by using an
extended Kalman filter. The improvements obtainable with thefilter are signifi-
cant but, of course, are dependent on the accuracy of the model.
University of Illinois
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